
 

The game Crysis is about an US Marine named Nomad, who is transformed into a biomechanically enhanced human by the
nanosuit he was wearing. Nomad's suit provides him with an array of diverse and powerful abilities, allowing him to adapt to
any hostile battlefield situation. He sets out on a global hunt for the Lingshan Corporation, which has created the genetic virus
that killed his brother - and plans to release it to wipe out humanity. They are holed up in their headquarters on an island off the
coast of Korea. Nomad travels from the Korean mainland to the North Korean island of Lingshan, where he fights many
enemies, including Korean soldiers, Chinese special forces, and the Lingshan Corporation's own private army of genetically-
enhanced mercenaries. He eventually finds out that Helena Rosenthal, a wealthy businesswoman and the CEO of Lingshan
Corporation is actually his long-lost sister. She created an enhanced human experiment called "Nanosuit" in order to create the
perfect aeronautical engineer for her company. During an accident with their father's plane, she became paralyzed and turned
Helena into a bitter greedy individual who wants revenge against Nomad for leaving her behind during their escape. After a long
fight through Lingshan and on the mainland of America, Nomad and Helena fight and kill each other. Nomad's suit has
tremendously heightened strength and speed, as well as an ability to recharge itself with energy from the environment. It is
equipped with a stealth mode that allows Nomad to sneak up on enemies without being detected. With this mode activated,
Nomad's head turns red to indicate his stealth mode, although it remains green when he is close enough to an enemy to detect
him. Using his hidden wrist blades, Nomad can latch onto walls or objects, swinging around them or climbing them quickly by
pressing the "trigger" button repeatedly. He can also use cutting, punching, and spin attacks by attacking the enemy with the
"trigger" button and then pressing the "square" button. The nanosuit also provides him with a cloaking ability that allows him to
become invisible to sensors and temporarily absorb enemy projectiles. The nanosuit is equipped with a built-in machine gun,
which can fire four shots before needing to recharge. Nomad can pick up and use other weapons like sniper rifles or grenade
launchers. Other equipment in Nomad's inventory includes handheld EMP grenades, thermal grenade launchers, an extremely
powerful shotgun called the "Big Boom" (which has infinite ammo), and mines (which explode when they are thrown). Nomad
can also use his nanosuit to launch himself through the air, propel himself forward for a significant distance, and perform deadly
flying kicks. Nomad's basic combat technique is very similar to the "Contra" series of games. The basic attack is performed by
holding up (or sideways on Xbox 360) on the left analog stick and pressing either two buttons at once or one button repeatedly
while holding down on the right analog stick. This gives him a ranged machine gun attack which delivers a small but rapid burst
of bullets, and can be upgraded by purchasing additional ammunition and charging it up with energy from his environment and
enemies.
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